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“On the Internet, no one knows you’re a dog.” What could you ask 

at the keyboard that could possibly determine whether there is a 

human mind on the other end?

Any widely known facts or ideas would be useless, as a com-

puter could easily be programmed to recall those, just like IBM’s 

 Jeopardy-  winning Watson. Instead you might think to quiz the 

mind candidate about human  sensations—  say, “Please describe the 

smell of old books” or “Tell me what it feels like to have an orgasm.” 

But a computer could be programmed to describe those things too: 

“Old books smell heavy and musty, like a sleepy old forest” or “An 

orgasm feels better than just about anything and is a little bit like a 

sneeze.” Of course, the computer can’t really have an orgasm, but 

Figure 1: The Turing Test
You (on the bottom) must decide which of two texting entities is a 
computer and which is a fellow human being.
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Let’s take a quick tour of the map. First, it seems that normal, 

conscious, living adult humans like us (and executive Todd Billing-

sley and accountant Sharon Harvey) reside in the upper right cor-

ner, with both experience and agency. In contrast, the infant, the 

dog, and the frog (upper left) have some experience but little agency; 

they are entities for which people see that “someone is home,” but 

with diminished capacities to think and act. They are entities that 

can be harmed but that cannot harm us in return.

Now continue the tour down the map. Below the animals and 

baby are the more cryptic cases of the human fetus and the PVS 

patient. These are cryptominds with very little agency but perhaps 

Figure 2: The Map of Mind Perception
Mind perception is measured on dimensions of agency and 
experience.
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feelers of the moral world, possessing experience and moral rights 

(see figure 3).

Agents and patients crisply divide the moral world into two, but 

remember that they are complementary opposites: agents act upon 

patients, and patients are acted upon by agents. Like husbands and 

wives, agents and patients whisper to each other, “You complete 

me.” Good and evil usually involve both moral agents and moral 

 patients—  they are the heads and the tails of the same moral coin. 

You can understand “out” only by considering “in,” “doer” by consid-

ering “recipient,” and “aggressor” by considering “victim.” To have one, 

you need the other, which means that good and evil almost always 

have a dyad of two different minds,* a doing agent and a feeling patient.

* The word “dyad” comes from the Greek word dýo and simply means “two.”

Moral Agent Moral Patient

a.k.a.: Thinking Doer Vulnerable Feeler

with the capacity for: Agency Experience

and possessing: Moral Responsibility Moral Rights

for example:

God Baby

Figure 3: Moral Agents and Patients
There are two kinds of perceived minds.
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Important examples of evil deeds all fit this dyadic template, 

including murder (murderer + deceased), theft (thief + victim), and 

child abuse (abuser + child). Even good deeds like a rescue have both 

a rescuer and a person in need. In contrast to these dyadic deeds, 

consider whether it is evil to cut off your own ear. Pulling a Vincent 

van Gogh might be gross, but it isn’t wrong in the same way as 

cutting off someone else’s ear, because  self-  injury doesn’t have two 

different minds for agent and patient.

Some debate whether there are truly victimless (or agentless) 

wrongs, but we can agree that acts with obvious agents and patients 

are prototypically immoral. This dyadic nature of morality is illus-

trated in figure  4—  when the malicious intention of a thinking agent 

Figure 4: The Winged Demon
Immorality or evil (represented by the winged 
demon) emerges through the combination of 
both thinking agent (left) and vulnerable 
patient (right).
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rate the minds of different animals, some of which moved very 

slowly (e.g., sloths) and some of which moved very quickly (e.g., 

houseflies).14

As figure 5 reveals, there was a slight tendency for people to see 

more mind (rated consciousness and capacity for intention) in faster 

animals (shown by the solid sloped line)—  it is better to be the hare 

than the tortoise. The more striking pattern in the graph is an 

inverted U shape (shown by the dotted curve), whereby both very 

slow and very fast animals are seen to have little mind, and 
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Figure 5: Anthropocentrism in Mind Perception
Things that move with a humanlike speed are perceived to have more mind.
C. K. MOREWEDGE, J. PRESTON, AND D. M. WEGNER, “TIMESCALE BIAS IN THE ATTRIBUTION OF 

MIND,” JOURNAL OF PERSONALITY AND SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 93, NO. 1 (2007). REPRINTED WITH 

PERMISSION.
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rocks nearby. As in the fable, the solution was to put the rocks in 

the vase to raise the water level, and crows had no problem figuring 

it out, even beating out some children.

However, crows were stumped by a similar scenario in which 

rocks had to be put in a second vase connected to the first vase by 

a sneaky invisible tube under the table, which raised the water level 

in both vases. Unlike crows, children did manage to solve this prob-

lem, even though they had no idea how the water level in the second 

vase affected the water level in the first  vase—  many called it “magic.”*

* Strongly suggesting that children are simply crows with a belief in magic. 

Figure 6: The Crow and the Pitcher
To get the treat, the water level must be raised by dropping objects into the 
vase. On this and other tasks, crows show surprising ingenuity.
A. H. TAYLOR ET AL., “NEW CALEDONIAN CROWS LEARN THE FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES OF NOVEL 

TOOL TYPES,” PLOS ONE 6 (2011): E26887.
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not his fellow humans. Those we admit to the mind club may not 

be the most deserving but instead those with whom we emotionally 

connect.

Even when animals are relatively uncute, thinking about their 

suffering can still make people squirm. We think of cows as stupid 

and label their meat “beef” to maintain distance between ourselves 

and dinner. If meat is mindless, then it isn’t really cruel. This link 

between mind and morality has been demonstrated by a clever 

experiment led by psychologist Steve Loughnan in which grocery 

store shoppers were given free samples of either cashews or beef 

jerky. After eating, shoppers filled out a mind survey that included 

mental ratings of a cow. The researchers discovered that while the 

nut eaters perceived the cow to have substantial mind, the meat eat-

ers stripped away its thoughts and feelings.55 An elegant follow-up 

study found that simply labeling an animal as “food” drastically 

decreased the animal’s perceived capacity for suffering.56

The denial of mind to animals we eat is especially obvious in 

factory farming. Consider the language of an employee of one tur-

key factory farm, in which birds with freakish genes have their 

Figure 7: Pigheaded?
We feel more at ease at the idea of eating pigs than seals, even though pigs 
likely have richer inner lives.
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folk are instructed to keep close watch over them, lest the trauma 

they witnessed warp their moral sensibilities. To carry out the sen-

tence, the townsfolk build a gallows from which to hang the  pig—  at 

some considerable  expense—  as they would a human. The townsfolk 

gather round as the murderer is executed; finally, justice is done.63

There are many medieval examples of animals on trial, includ-

ing locusts legally condemned for crop destruction64 and a rooster 

sentenced to death for the  gender-  bending behavior of laying an egg 

(it was, in fact, just a misunderstood chicken).65 

Before you cast aspersions on the intelligence of the French 

peasantry, remember that they weren’t completely stupid; they real-

ized that pigs, locusts, and poultry lacked mental sophistication. 

But there seems to be something special about witnessing injustice, 

whether the death of a child or the mass destruction of livelihood, 

that prompts people to find someone or something to blame. We 

call this urge dyadic completion.

Figure 8: The Pig on Trial, as Illustrated in Robert Chambers’s 
Book of Days
Through dyadic completion, we find a moral agent to blame.
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As we saw in chapter 1, canonical examples of immorality have 

a complete dyad of agent plus patient: murder, theft, abuse, and 

fraud involve a thinking doer harming a vulnerable feeler. Some-

times, however, the enormity of injustice is so great that it trips our 

immorality detector, even without an obvious moral agent. An 

infant being eaten alive is so terrible that we can’t believe that it is 

simply bad luck. Instead we see it as an act of evil. This perception 

of injustice then feeds back and triggers our dyadic moral template, 

currently incomplete with only one mind instead of  two—  a suffer-

ing moral patient (in this case, the baby) with no moral agent to 

blame. To “complete” this dyad, our mind casts about for a thinking 

doer to slot into the agent role (in this case, the pig).

As an analogy, consider the process of visual completion in the 

Kanizsa triangle, in which the presence of one triangle prompts the 

completion of a second triangle. No matter how you try, you cannot 

Figure 9: Kanizsa Triangle
Just as visual completion compels people to see a white triangle in the 
Kanizsa triangle, dyadic completion compels people to see agents to blame 
for a suffering patient.
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For those accustomed to living lovers, relationships with Real-

Dolls seem no more fulfilling than relationships with plywood or 

Tupperware. But for those who own RealDolls the relationship does 

seem satisfying, going beyond physical needs to emotional inti-

macy. One RealDoll aficionado, nicknamed “Davecat,” describes his 

relationship with “ Shi-  chan,” a statuesque brunette with green eyes 

and a removable tongue, manufactured by Abyss Creations: “When 

she first came into my life, it was sex, sex, sex, sex, sex, and now it’s 

just tapered off to where we’re just there for each other. We’re always 

there for each other.”1 You may wonder how Davecat finds it satis-

fying to have  Shi-  chan “there for him” when  Shi-  chan lacks the 

mind necessary to love him back. The truth, however, is that  Shi- 

 chan does have a mind, because Davecat perceives  it—  such is the 

power of mind perception.

RealDolls may seem like a strange place to start in a chapter on 

Figure 10: “Roxanne”
A RealDoll with Face #11.
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character in Cast Away finds himself alone on a desert island, he 

befriends a kindly volleyball named Wilson to cope with the isola-

tion. Over the course of the movie, Hanks’s character laughs and 

cries with Wilson, just as he would with a real person. In an empir-

ical test of this idea, psychologists Nick Epley and Adam Waytz 

asked people to rate both their loneliness and the minds of mechan-

ical devices that included Clocky (a  self-  propelled alarm clock that 

rolls away from the lazy sleeper) and Pillow Mate (a  human-  shaped 

pillow programmed to hug). As predicted, lonelier people saw these 

machines as possessing more mind, including intentions, con-

sciousness, emotions, and free will.6

If loneliness makes people see free will in alarm clocks, it’s no 

surprise that those without human relationships see RealDolls as 

members of the mind club.7 As we saw in the previous chapter, a 

humanlike appearance compels us to see mind, and  Shi-  chan cer-

tainly looks human. Of course, dolls can’t love you back, but they 

Figure 11: Clocky
The lonelier you are, the more mind you perceive in Clocky, 
the alarm clock that runs away from you.
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as the Turk toured Europe and the Americas, beating the best minds 

of the time (including Ben Franklin) at chess, before it was revealed 

that the machine was in fact being controlled by a human chess 

master hidden inside.

In another purported case the famous philosopher René Des-

cartes, distraught at the loss of his daughter, made a mechanical 

version of her, complete with arm and head motions, and took her 

on a long sea voyage.21 Although she was stored in a crate below-

decks, one of the deckhands discovered her and quickly told others 

about this strange humanlike robot. The superstitious crew was so 

put off by her eerie appearance and jerky motions that they threw 

her overboard into the ocean, leaving Descartes to cope with his 

daughter’s loss a second time.

Figure 12: The Mechanical Turk  
An early machine cryptomind. 
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Figure 13: The Uncanny Valley
The least liked items are those that are similar to human, while 
maintaining an eerie nonhumanness.
M. MORI, K. F. MACDORMAN, AND N. KAGEKI, “THE UNCANNY VALLEY” (FROM THE 

FIELD), ROBOTICS AND AUTOMATION MAGAZINE , IEEE 19 (2012), 98–100. REPRINTED 

WITH PERMISSION.

Since Mori proposed the uncanny valley, multiple studies have 

confirmed its existence. People enjoy both cute robot faces and real 

human faces, but when the two are fused together to make an inter-

mediate human/ robot face, liking drops steeply.29 Monkeys also 

detect the uncanny valley, as they prefer real monkey faces and 

highly caricatured monkey faces more than intermediate real/  not- 

 real monkey faces.30 Of course, monkeys can’t tell you why they 

don’t like these hybrid faces, but many researchers have ideas about 

why the uncanny valley occurs.

One idea behind the uncanny valley is that people like clear 

lines between any two categories, including human and robot. In 

this view, a humanlike robot is unnerving because we don’t know 

whether to call it human and ask for a hug or call it robot and ask 
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it to crush a soda can in its metallic grip.31 If this is true, then blur-

ring any category lines should be unsettling, even mundane cate-

gories such as types of snack foods. However, people happily 

purchase Pretzel Crisps (a combination of pretzels and chips), sug-

gesting that there is something special about the categories of “liv-

ing” and “nonliving.”32

Why is the living/ nonliving category boundary so unique? One 

possibility is that evolution has endowed us with clear expectations 

of what living things should look like, and the gray skin and dead 

eyes of  almost-  humans conflict with these expectations. For exam-

ple, we generally expect living creatures to have faces, which is why 

the  star-  nosed  mole—  which lacks conventional facial  features—  is 

so unsettling. (See figure 15.)

In a milder form, expectations about living entities may under-

lie the feelings we get when we meet someone with an extra finger 

Figure 14: An Almost-Human Robot
A designer at Human Emulation Robotics 
applies lipstick to a mechanical female. 
Such robots are creepy because of 
misplaced perceptions of experience.
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or with a bizarre double joint. Although people who can touch their 

ear to their tailbone are unsettling, the uncanniness of humanlike 

robots is even deeper; it extends beyond specific features to the 

central question of whether machines are living or not.*33 Because 

of the tight link between being alive and having a mind, we won-

dered if the uncanniness of humanlike robots revolved around 

mind perception.

Specifically, we predicted that humanoid robots are unnerving 

because their humanlike appearance implies a humanlike mind, 

which people are unwilling to give them. Although we are happy to 

see mind in animals that look and act human, the presence of a 

mind in an otherwise inanimate object may be an unsettling 

* This idea was first suggested in 1906 by psychologist Ernst Jentsch, who was 

quoted in Sigmund Freud’s essay “The Uncanny.”

Figure 15: The Star-Nosed Mole
When something violates our fundamental expectations (i.e., animals 
should have faces), the result is unsettling.
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prediction experimentally, revealing that people were unnerved by 

even the idea of a feeling machine.36 In a related study, philosophers 

Justin Sytsma and Edouard Machery asked people whether a robot 

could sense a variety of smells.37 People had no problem saying that 

a machine could sense the chemical isoamyl acetate, but they were 

hesitant to give the robot the ability to smell bananas or vomit 

because these are inherently emotional smells.

These studies suggest that we are happy to have a robot work in 

our factories, as long as it doesn’t fall in love with our daughter. If 

experience is completely  off-  limits to machines, it also suggests a 

different understanding of the uncanny valley from the figure first 

drawn by Mori. In that original figure, sufficiently humanlike robots 

rose out of the uncanny valley to again become liked. However, if 

Experience 

Liking 

Normal 
Human 

Normal 
Robot 

Zombie 
Human 
Robot 

Humanoid 
Robot 

Psychopath 

“experience gap” 

Figure 16: The Experience Gap
More accurately, the uncanny valley should be called an 
“experience gap”—people find creepy both machines with 
experience and humans without experience.
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Brooks, Cynthia Breazeal, and the other creative computer scien-

tists of the MIT Media Lab.

Unlike many other roboticists, the folks at MIT didn’t strive to 

create a robot that looked like a human adult or could converse like 

a human adult. Instead they sought to make a  robot—  which they 

named “Kismet”—  with the emotional capacity of a young child, 

focusing on three specific goals.44 First, they wanted their robot to 

look like a mind, with sensors and  effectors—  those cues to mind per-

ception we saw in chapter 2 on animals. This didn’t mean giving 

the robot an accurate (and creepy) human face but instead giving it 

an exaggerated human face that emphasizes key expressive features 

such as eyes, lips, and ears.45 Second, they wanted their robot to 

Figure 17: Kismet
The robot Kismet, now on display at 
the MIT Museum in Cambridge, MA.
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provided by the sensation of pain, those with leprosy cannot protect 

themselves from injury and so slowly lose pieces of themselves.5

One striking illustration of the fickleness of pain is phantom 

limb pain. The medical patient “D.S.” experienced constant throb-

bing pain in his left hand, but when he went to rub it, he ran into a 

problem: his hand had been amputated years ago. There was no 

doubt that his pain was real, but without a limb to treat, conven-

tional medicine was powerless to help. Recognizing that  pain—  like 

 minds—  hinges upon perception, neuroscientist V. S. Ramachan-

dran at the University of California at San Diego developed a per-

ceptual trick of his own,6 constructing a special box with a mirror 

and two holes into which patients placed each of their arms. The 

mirror faced the  still-  present right hand, and its reflection provided 

D.S. with what appeared to be an intact left hand, an illusion that 

significantly decreased his pain.

The mind’s power to influence pain reveals itself in the placebo 

effect, in which mere expectation of pain reduction can decrease 

Figure 18: Ramachandran’s Mirror Box
When a patient puts a healthy limb in the right side of box, their mind is 
tricked into perceiving two healthy limbs, alleviating phantom pains.
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Simulation may sometimes lead us astray,  but—  much more than 

 theorizing—it makes us care about the mental states of others. The-

orizing uses cold theories about stimuli and  responses—  if shocked, 

then  pain—  but simulation uses our own feelings to predict those of 

others. In terms of our two dimensions of mind perception, simu-

lation is grounded in our own experience ( feeling their pain), 

whereas theorizing is grounded in our own agency (reasoning about 

their pain).

It is simulation that gives rise to empathy. People have long 

struggled to define empathy and to determine whether it differs 

from sympathy or pity.28 However, a look at the German word for 

Figure 19: A Test of Perspective Taking
The “small” car is different from the perspective  
of the worker and the foreman.
N. EPLEY, C. K. MOREWEDGE,  AND B. KEYSAR, “PERSPECTIVE TAKING IN CHILDREN  

AND ADULTS: EQUIVALENT EGOCENTRISM BUT DIFFERENTIAL CORRECTION,” 

JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL  SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 40 (2004): 760–68.

s View
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mind perception (agency and experience), moral typecasting means 

that agents are seen as especially capable of agency but especially 

incapable of experience. Typecasting also means that patients are 

seen as especially capable of experience but especially incapable 

of agency. Of  course—  unlike the  rabbit-  duck—  perceptions of peo-

ple are seldom all or nothing, but moral typecasting suggests that 

heroes and villains should seem relatively insensitive to suffering, 

and victims should seem relatively incapable of responsibility. Stud-

ies in our lab confirm this idea. Both good moral agents (e.g., Mother 

Teresa) and bad moral agents (e.g., Hitler) were seen to be rela-

tively impervious to pain, whereas victimized moral patients were 

seen as relatively blameless for misdeeds.54 Each of these aspects of 

Figure 20: Either Duck or Rabbit, but Not Both
One can be a moral agent or moral patient, but not both. 
(Translation: Which animals are most like each other? 
Rabbit and duck.)
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moral  typecasting—  agents seeming insensitive and patients seem-

ing  blameless—  has important implications.

That heroes and villains seem insensitive to pain can make us 

treat them poorly. For very evil criminals we demand proportion-

ately harsh  punishment—  not only to atone for their sins but also to 

overcome their perceived toughness and ensure they suffer enough. 

That we are especially cruel to the especially cruel is not surpris-

ing, but we sometimes seem to mistreat those we admire, easily 

forgetting the sacrifices of our heroes. We neglect the feelings of our 

parents, the trials of our mentors, and the suffering of our leaders.

Going back to the idea of schemas (i.e., mental models) from 

chapter 3 on machines, our schema for heroes is grounded in moral 

Moral Agent Moral Patient 

either/or 

Figure 21: Moral Typecasting
We see heroes and villains as insensitive to suffering and we see 
victims and beneficiaries as incapable of earning blame.
K. GRAY, L. YOUNG, AND A. WAYTZ, “MIND PERCEPTION IS THE ESSENCE OF MORALITY,” 

PSYCHOLOGICAL INQUIRY 23 (2012): 101–24.
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and control, explaining why it is all but impossible to forgive the 

misdeeds of priests and presidents. On the other hand, victimiza-

tion turns people into blameless moral patients, explaining why we 

discount the transgressions of the abused and afraid. In this sense, 

although it seems that good is the opposite of evil, the  mind- 

 perception gap between agents and patients creates a different moral 

landscape: good and evil are both the opposite of victimhood. It 

may be relatively easy for a do-gooder to turn evil or for a victim to 

become a beneficiary, but it is much harder to  turn—  at least in the 

eyes of  others—  from a victim to a villain or from a villain to a victim.

Typecasting also explains why children receive less blame for 

misdeeds: their reasoning and  self-  control are not fully developed 

until adulthood, but their capacity for suffering and harm exists 

Villains 
(Hitler) 

Victims 
(orphans) 

Beneficiaries 
(the rescued) 

Heroes 
(MLK Jr.) 

Evil Good 

Patients 

Agents 

Figure 22: The Moral Landscape
We often divide morality into good and evil, but 
typecasting suggests that whether someone is 
seen as a moral agent or patient can sometimes be 
even more important.
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attack with overwhelming force, often ripping off his face and tes-

ticles (so he won’t have any vengeful heirs).11 Chimpanzees will also 

cannibalize the babies of rivals12 and have been known to bite off 

the fingers of humans who study them.13

In contrast to the  male-  dominated chimpanzees, bonobos (Pan 

paniscus) are  female dominated and solve problems with sex instead 

of violence. In fact, they have sex all the time, not only standard 

 female-  with-  male but also other combinations.  Female-  with-  female 

genital-on-genital rubbing is a popular way to cement power alli-

ances and demonstrate bonds of friendship and is certainly more 

exciting than meeting for coffee. Of course, bonobos still have 

 conflicts and will sometimes act violently, but much less so than 

chimpanzees.

The difference between these two species lies in resource com-

petition across evolutionary history. Chimps live on the north side 

of the Congo River, a territory shared with gorillas, which eat much 

of the same food.14 Bonobos live on the south side of the Congo 

River, without gorillas and therefore with less competition for food. 

Figure 23: Chimps (left) and Bonobos (right)
Increased resource competition means that chimps are more aggressive 
than bonobos, who often solve problems with sex.
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Colonialism is now out of vogue, but animalization is still pres-

ent in modern society, if more subtly. In America it manifests itself 

most powerfully with stereotypes of black people, as research finds 

that people are quicker to associate images of  apes—  and apelike 

 descriptions—  with black people than with white people.19 Some 

of these qualities, such as aggressiveness, toughness, and strength, 

may seem positive in contexts such as sports, where fans praise 

the  ferocity of linebackers and the hunger of basketball players, 

but can have insidious effects upon racial  equality—  who wants to 

hire an animalistic CEO? 20 Of course, these stereotypes ignore 

Figure 24: Historical Animalization
Anti–civil rights propaganda links African Americans to apes.
ILLUSTRATION FROM A NATIONAL STATES’ RIGHTS PARTY PAMPHLET.
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wrote Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother. Chua believes that West-

ern mothers focus too much on their children’s feelings and not 

enough on their deeds, thereby limiting their capacity to succeed. In 

contrast, she minimizes the feelings of her children and focuses 

exclusively on their agency, driving them toward perfection. One 

instructive quote from Chua to her children: “If the next time’s 

not perfect, I’m going to take all your stuffed animals and burn 

them.”23

As these examples begin to show, people feel threatened by those 

they mechanize, because machines are solely thinking doers, invul-

nerable and unstoppable. For example, the animated Disney World 

War II propaganda film Education for Death: The Making of the Nazi 

Figure 25: WWII Mechanizing Propaganda
American propaganda implying that the Japanese are not only evil 
but—unlike Americans—will never feel the need for relaxation.
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You’ll immediately notice that while men are often depicted by just 

their faces, women are often depicted as full bodies, sometimes 

fully clothed but more often revealing substantial skin.28 The differ-

ence between depictions of men and women is called “ face-  ism” 

because women’s faces occupy much less space in ads than men’s 

faces.29  Face-  ism reduces perceptions of agency because it is the 

 face—  and not the  chest—  that conveys our thoughts and goals.30

It’s clear that seeing someone as a body strips away perceived 

agency, but is the same true about experience? When you wear 

a  revealing outfit, do people deny you both the ability to think 

and act and the ability to feel and sense? To answer this question, 

we teamed up with philosopher Joshua Knobe and psychologists 

Paul Bloom and Lisa Feldman Barrett. There were two competing 

Figure 26: Objectifying Women
In advertising, women’s bodies are often shown, whereas men are often 
depicted solely by their faces, a phenomenon called “face-ism.”
CREDIT SHAWN DALEY.
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He has designed many tests for assessing this disorder, which have 

revealed that autism is not a matter of “on” or “off.” Instead there is 

a continuous dimension of impaired mind perception, called the 

“autism spectrum.” Those moderately high on the spectrum can 

understand minds with effort but often fail to miss subtle social and 

conversational cues. However, people on the spectrum are often 

better than average at understanding complex systems such as car 

engines, computer programming, or philosophical logic.38 This 

helps to explain why holiday parties at engineering firms are often 

a bit daunting; few people like being trapped in a conversation about 

the finer points of Java versus Perl, especially when your conversa-

tional partner mistakes your dead eyes and binge drinking for signs 

of interest.

Although those on the spectrum have an amazing ability to 

remember things like license plates and phone numbers, they have 

difficulty linking facial expressions to emotions. This is nicely illus-

trated by  Baron-  Cohen’s “Mind in the Eyes,” in which participants 

must label ambiguous emotional expressions. Look at the face in 

Figure 27: An Image from the “Mind in the Eyes” Test 
What is she feeling? Encouraging, sympathetic, or thoughtful?
S. BARON-COHEN ET AL., “THE ‘READING THE MIND IN THE EYES’ TEST REVISED VERSION: A STUDY 

WITH NORMAL ADULTS, AND ADULTS WITH ASPERGER SYNDROME OR HIGH-FUNCTIONING 

AUTISM,” JOURNAL OF CHILD PSYCHOLOGY AND PSYCHIATRY 42 (2001): 241–51.
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only slip an ice pick behind the eyes and into the brain and then 

wiggle it around until the frontal lobes are thoroughly muddled.5

Without these brain regions intact, people become calm and 

docile and also relatively incapable of independent functioning, ini-

tiative, and inhibition.6 In the words of a prominent doctor, “through 

lobotomy an insane person is changed into an idiot.”7 Thankfully, 

not all those who suffered lobotomies are “idiots”: Howard Dully, 

the boy pictured in figure 28, led a remarkably productive life and 

cowrote the fascinating memoir My Lobotomy. Nevertheless, the 

general correspondence between brain and mind is undeniable.

The link between brain and mind can help inform decisions 

regarding the silent. In the case of Terri Schiavo, autopsies revealed 

that she had suffered massive brain damage,8 perhaps providing 

some vindication to those who advocated for her right to die. But 

Figure 28: Depiction of Lobotomy
A twelve-year-old boy undergoes prefrontal lobotomy in 1960.
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like waves, so one cycle is called alpha waves ( 8–  13 Hz) and others 

include beta waves (14–40 Hz), delta waves ( 1–  3 Hz), and theta 

waves ( 4–  7 Hz).12 Alpha waves are the  medium-  sized waves that 

characterize wakeful relaxation, beta waves are fast waves that are 

characteristic of concentration and problem solving, and delta waves 

are slower and observed during periods of deep sleep or uninter-

rupted meditation. As these brain cycles correlate with mental states, 

EEG is usually the method of choice when investigating crypto-

minds, and it has proved especially useful in examining silent peo-

ple with disorders of consciousness such as coma, vegetative states, 

and sleep.

Sleep? Like vegetative states, sleep is a state of silence and altered 

consciousness. If two  people—  one sleeping and one in a vegeta-

tive  state—  were next to each other, you would be  hard-  pressed to 

Figure 29:  An EEG Electrode Cap
EEG offers the ability to record “brain waves.”
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Pullman), a title that emphasizes the intuitive link between comas 

and sleeping.*

Below comas are vegetative states, which are characterized by 

significantly more brain damage and poorer overall functioning. In 

these states vegetative functions, like breathing and swallowing, 

remain intact, but people are unresponsive to stimuli and unable to 

complete voluntary behavior.17 Vegetative states are further catego-

rized by how long they have lasted. After four weeks, patients are 

classified as being in a “persistent vegetative state” and have a sig-

nificantly reduced chance of ever recovering. Patients in vegeta-

tive states may still look like they’re sleeping, but they’re  not—  and 

they’re not dreaming either. Researchers at the University of Wis-

consin at Madison have used EEG to compare brain functioning in 

healthy, minimally conscious, and  vegetative-  state patients. They 

found that the behavioral signs of sleep (e.g., eyes closed, relaxed 

muscles) co-occurred with  sleep-  related  brain-  wave patterns in 

minimally conscious patients but not in PVS patients.18

* It is also a universal truth that plots involving comas are always elaborate and 

confusing.

Most Concious Least Conscious

Wakefulness Minimally 
Conscious

Locked-in
Syndrome

Coma Vegetative State Brain Death

Figure 30: Chart of Disordered Conscious States
Each state involves different EEG patterns.
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with “objectification,” the silent are often seen as biological machines 

more than living beings.

The ambiguity of mind poses difficulty not only for end-of-life 

decisions but also for beginning-of-life decisions. Consider  fetuses— 

 do they have minds? Out of all the cryptominds you would be  hard- 

 pressed to find one more controversial than a developing human in 

utero. In contrast to PVS and locked-in states, which are possible 

only with modern  life-  support machines, fetuses have been around 

for as long as humans. But despite eons of familiarity, there is 

still no consensus about when “life” or mind truly begins. Where is 

Figure 31: Fetal Development
When does the mind start?
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individuality drifting away, replaced by something much grander 

and more sustaining.

In an article covering this phenomenon for National Geographic, 

writer Laura Spinney met an elderly couple who slept for weeks in 

an unheated tent at  near-  freezing temperatures while being con-

stantly bombarded by noise loud enough to cause hearing loss. In 

addition to these living conditions, bathing in the river meant sub-

mersing yourself in frigid water so polluted that it is unsafe to either 

drink or bathe in. Despite the cold, pollution, and endless crowds, 

pilgrims nevertheless seem energized and rejuvenated by their 

experience of losing themselves to the group.

Even in peaceful, spiritual Allahabad, however, the crowds can 

sometimes spell disaster. On February 10, 2013, at the local train 

station, pilgrims on their way home started jostling one another. 

When a few people fell, the police tried to intervene and panic 

ensued. A stampede crushed, trampled, and otherwise killed  thirty- 

 six people.1 In this kind of crowd the self becomes lost to the group, 

disappearing into the crackling, screaming energy of terror, and is 

Figure 32: Triveni Sangam
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one another. It is easier to be a group when all members are seated 

in the same basement than when half the people are in Croatia and 

the other half are in Japan. Bands, sports teams, and reading clubs 

are characterized by physical proximity and so seem more authen-

tic than Internet groups in which members live all across the globe.* 

Like proximity, similarity is a relatively straightforward concept. 

Groups are “groupier” when their members share many similarities, 

such as the same race, religion, or music preferences. This is why 

there are more “Black Student Associations” on college campuses 

than “Black, White, Asian, and American Indian Associations.”

* Proximity within a virtual space, such as in a World of Warcraft guild, is a 

matter of perception. 

Figure 33: How Do You Group These Dots?
Following the Gestalt principle of similarity, we organize the dots into rows 
of similar color—not into columns of alternating color.
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under the top key. Continuity is equally important with groups. 

Temporary flash mobs may technically be groups, but the groupiest 

groups are those that stick around despite the challenges that they 

face. To return to the Jewish people, what makes them groupier 

than many other religions is their continuation through millennia 

of persecution.

The most important criterion for perceptions of groups is prob-

ably common fate. Groups are collections of people that not only 

are similar, proximate, closed, and continuous but also share a des-

tiny. When a corporation goes bankrupt, everyone is out of a job; 

when a football team wins the Super Bowl, everyone gets a ring. 

Groups often fall apart when this common fate comes undone, such 

as when work teams get rewarded for individual performance rather 

than group performance.3

Combining the principles of proximity, similarity, closure, con-

tinuity, and common fate yields a measure of groupiness that is 

typically given the more scientific name of “entitivity”—  how much 

Figure 34: Continuity in Shapes
The bottom key continues even after 
it is obscured by the crossing over of 
the top key.
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everything from the devastation of the 9/ 11 attacks17 to the suffering 

caused by the rise of autism.18

Why do conspiracy theories emerge so robustly to explain trag-

edies such as disease, war, and death? The  answer—  as you may have 

guessed from previous  chapters—  is dyadic completion. When there 

is a tragedy, people seldom throw up their hands, say, “C’est la vie,” 

and accept the inherent randomness of life. Instead they search for 

meaning, asking not only how something bad could have happened 

Believe Lizard People Run Our Country,” The Wire, April 2, 2013, http://  www 

.thewire.com/ national/ 2013/ 04/ 12- million-  americans-  believe-  lizard-  people 

-  run-  our-  country/ 63799/.

Figure 35: Reptilian
An artist’s interpretation of a Reptilian leader of the New World Order, 
a legitimate conspiracy theory.
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pulling the strings on alien abductions, secret experiments, and 

mind control.

Conspiracy theories are helped by the complicated nature of 

causation. The most immediate causes of events are often obvious, 

but their ultimate causes are unclear. Consider the case of the com-

mon cold. The immediate reason for your sickness is a quickly rep-

licating virus, but why did you get the virus at that exact time, and 

why is it making you sick and not your coworkers? Lack of sleep? 

Lack of vitamin C? Licking too many doorknobs? In the case of 

JFK’s assassination, the proximate cause was a bullet. But less clear 

is the ultimate cause of these events: How did Oswald get to the 

depository unnoticed? How did he purchase the guns? Was the CIA 

involved? With any tragedy there are levels upon levels of causation, 
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Figure 36: Belief in Various Conspiracy Theories
BASED ON T. JENSEN, “DEMOCRATS AND REPUBLICANS DIFFER ON CONSPIRACY THEORY BELIEFS” 

(PUBLIC POLICY POLLING, 2013).
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claws.28 Moments after the video’s posting, the first anonymous 

Internet trolls descended with their vitriol. YouTube user Solidest-

Stone wrote,

This is RAD! . . . .  NOT!

Awe . . .  Pointless and Boring!

Dumb

FAKE!

Ghey

Justin Bieber

That last dig certainly crosses the line, but none of these com-

ments is likely to be said face to face between the people behind 

Figure 37: Anonymous Protesters
Anonymity increases cruel behavior.
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ophers have debated whether the world consists of one substance 

or two. The “one substance” supporters are called monists* and 

include ancient Greek philosophers Heraclitus and Parmenides and 

modern philosophers Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel and Baruch 

Spinoza. Supporters of the “two substances” are called dualists and 

include the philosophers René Descartes and, more recently, David 

Chalmers, the champion of philosophical zombies we met on the 

very first page.

The monists suggest that physical matter is everything, such 

that the atoms that make up your chair, your car, and your body are 

also responsible for your mind. For the monist it’s not mind over 

* “ Mono-,” the English prefix for “one,” is derived from the Greek monos, which 

means “alone, only, single.” Other appropriate uses of the word include “That 

lady with fourteen cats will forever be a monist.”

Figure 38: Rene Descartes, Dualist 
Philosopher
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In the discontinuous video, objects were strangely teleported 

across the  stage—  starting on the left, moving behind the first wall, 

then emerging to the right of the second wall, entirely skipping the 

space in the middle. Understandably, babies were surprised when 

an object was teleported, staring longer at the discontinuous than 

at the continuous video. However, when a person was featured in 

the video, babies looked equally long at the continuous and discon-

tinuous videos. They weren’t surprised at all by a teleporting per-

son,5 perhaps because they expect things with minds to (at least 

occasionally) disobey the laws of matter.

Of course, human bodies generally are subject to the laws of 

gravity and momentum, but these facts are often learned slowly and 

painfully, through falls and collisions. Even after a lifetime of expe-

riencing the physical world, it is easy to believe in the unbounded 

Figure 39: Teleportation of an Object in the Discontinuous Condition
When a human appears to teleport across the stage, infants are not 
surprised. When an object appears to teleport across the stage, this 
violates babies’ expectations.
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heavens,” loves everyone very much, and rides a  rainbow-  colored 

horse. *17 

Unfortunately, Colton’s account of a Christian heaven is not 

an  impartial audit, like the ones provided by physicists when 

inspecting the nuclear facilities of rogue states. Young children are 

notoriously impressionable, and Colton’s father is extremely reli-

gious, working as a pastor of Crossroads Wesleyan Church in Impe-

rial, Nebraska. In fact, it was Colton’s father who wrote the book 

* Admittedly, Jesus’ rainbow horse isn’t in the Bible.

Figure 40: Ascent of the 
Blessed by Hieronymus Bosch
Some describe this painting of the 
saved entering heaven as the first 
depiction of an NDE, with its light 
at the end of the tunnel.
H. BOSCH, ASCENT OF THE BLESSED, 1490, 

HTTP://  UPLOAD.WIKIMEDIA.ORG/ WIKI PEDIA/ 

COMMONS/ THUMB/ 1/ 16/ HIERONYMUS 

_ BOSCH_ 013.JPG/  262PX-  HIERONYMUS 

_ BOSCH_ 013.JPG.
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Taking the cryogenic option was Dick Clair, an  Emmy-  winning 

Hollywood writer who worked on the most popular shows of the 

1970s, including The Mary Tyler Moore Show, The Bob Newhart 

Show, and The Carol Burnett Show. Clair was diagnosed with AIDS 

in 1986, and knowing that his remaining time would be short, he 

contracted  Alcor—  an  Arizona-  based nonprofit  organization—  to 

vitrify (cool to the point of solidification) his body upon death. De-

spite fierce opposition from the hospital, a court decision finally 

allowed Alcor to grant Clair’s wishes. He now resides in a  custom- 

 designed capsule bathed in liquid nitrogen at –  196°C, a temperature 

that keeps Clair’s body in stasis indefinitely, until the technology is 

available for his resurrection and recovery. Other members cryo-

genically suspended at Alcor’s facility include Jerry Leaf (Alcor’s 

 ex–  vice president), the futurist FM-2030 (his actual name), and 

baseball hall-of-famer Ted Williams (and his son John Henry). You 

Figure 41: Literal Immortality
The Fountain of Youth, as depicted by Lucas Cranach the Elder (1472–1553).
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too can join the cryonics club by preserving your whole body for 

$200,000 or just your head for only $80,000.

Liquid nitrogen may provide bodily immortality, but most peo-

ple are content with living on only via their minds in the afterlife. 

Studies reveal that just the idea of the afterlife decreases the fear of 

 death—  even in atheists.32 You might therefore expect highly reli-

gious folks to be sanguine about death. If you are convinced of the 

existence of  heaven—  and your qualification for  admission—  then 

death should be no big deal. If anything, it should be embraced, as 

it allows you to leave this physical world of suffering and head 

straight to the ethereal empyrean realm.

Two studies investigated whether the religious embrace death 

by examining doctors’ decisions regarding terminally ill patients. 

Figure 42: An Alcor “Dewar”
An insulated storage unit for 
vitrified patients.
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negative point for every year of austerity. Alternatively, if God didn’t 

exist and Pascal correctly disbelieved in him, then he would have 

eighty years of delicious debauchery and scintillating sin, giving an 

overall life score of + 80.

If God exists, however, the calculations substantially change, 

because of the existence of an afterlife. Correctly believing in God 

still yields a boring, prudish life (–  80), but these dull years of fol-

lowing His commandments also yield an eternal afterlife in heaven. 

If we assign one positive point for every year in heaven, then we have 

+ 1 × ∞ = +∞, and if we combine life and afterlife, we get –  80 + ∞, 

which still equals +∞. Conversely, failing to correctly believe in God 

still gives the joy of lusty living (+ 80) but is offset by an afterlife of 

eternal suffering in hell (–∞), and combining these values yields –∞, 

which completes the final cell of the table (see figure 43). The smart 

choice should now be obvious. If there is any doubt in your mind 

about whether God exists, you should hedge your bets and act as if 

He does exist, lest you be sent to hell forever. Pascal argued that 

believing in God was simply the rational thing to do.1

Of course, rational calculation is not what people typically cite 

as the source of their faith. People don’t sit down with their financial 

adviser and, while picking mutual funds, pause to ask whether they 

Figure 43: Pascal’s Wager
The numbers count the good or bad years of a decision to believe (or not) 
given whether God exists (or not).

God does not exist God exists

Believe in God −80 +

Do not believe in God +80 −
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in our environment.5 Of course, in today’s world we are seldom at 

risk of being eaten by predators, but the HADD still works as well 

as ever. When you are home alone at night and hear a strange noise 

from your backyard, you instantly think of a serial killer and not a 

gust of wind. And when you feel a soft twitching on your face, you 

instantly think of a spider and not a stray piece of hair.

This hardwired tendency to detect earthy agents also makes us 

detect supernatural agents. When a branch snaps in a dark forest, 

it might be a bear, or it might be the ghost of a murdered camper. 

As we saw in the previous chapter, people often assume that these 

No Lion Lion

Run Well, that was embarrassing. 
But you’re alive! Your genes 
may still be passed on.

Close call, but you made it! 
Your genes may still be 
passed on.

Don’t run Everything is a-ok. Your 
genes may still be passed on.

Bad choice, you’ve ended 
up lion chow! It’s the end  
of the line for your genetic 
code.

Figure 44: Pascal’s Logic Applied to the “Mystery of the 
Rustling Grass”
It makes sense to generally assume the presence of an agent.
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feel the presence of supernatural agents in mundane  objects—  like 

a navel orange.

On Christmas morning 2009, Lockport, New York, resident 

Paul Kulniszewski ate his usual breakfast orange. But on that anni-

versary of Christ’s birth, cutting his orange in half yielded a miracle: 

Jesus and Mary suddenly appeared. No, they didn’t walk into his 

kitchen to share some slices, but instead they appeared in the orange. 

The cross section of the orange revealed a pattern of slices and pith 

that looked like Jesus on the cross with Mary kneeling before Him. 

Although Kulniszewski’s interpretation could be disputed, he is not 

alone in seeing God around him. In fact, there was a woman who 

belonged to the very same church as Kulniszewski who saw the 

Virgin Mary in a recently trimmed maple tree. People came from 

all across upstate New York to behold the arboreal form of the 

mother of God.

Figure 45: Vitamin D and Divinity
Do you see Jesus and Mary in this orange?
PAUL KULNISZEWSKI
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Supernatural agents not only give you confidence about picking 

boxes, jobs, and spouses but also provide meaning to the world 

more generally. Consider this deep and eternal question: what is the 

purpose of a can opener? It’s not a trick question. Can openers are 

for opening cans. Consider a similar question: what is the purpose 

of a rock? This question has no clear answer. You might answer 

“nothing” or “whatever you use it for.” The purpose of a rock might 

be to hold open a door, to make a splash in a river, to bring down 

Goliath, or, in a pinch, to open a can.

Figure 46: Supernatural Communication
A child receives Princess Alice’s message and changes his choice.
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Utah is where people are generally happy and religious (i.e., Mor-

mons), and Nevada is where people are generally miserable and 

have forsaken God (i.e., gamblers and other sinners).

We replicated the link between perceived suffering and reli-

gious belief in another study in which people read fictional sce-

narios about the Millers, a family who decide to hike down to a 

canyon floor for a weekend picnic. In the story the Millers are eating 

their lunch when the water level of the canyon rises suddenly and 

they all either die (in one version) or escape to the parking lot to 

finish their soggy sandwiches (in another version). We also manip-

ulated whether there was a clear human agent behind the flood, 

saying either it was caused by a malevolent damn worker upstream 
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Figure 47: Scatterplot of U.S. States—Mean Belief in God by 
Suffering Index.
K. GRAY AND D. M. WEGNER, “BLAMING GOD FOR OUR PAIN: HUMAN SUFFERING AND THE DIVINE 

MIND,” PERSONALITY AND SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY REVIEW 14 (2010): 7–16.
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would perform a small sleight of hand and switch the pictures after 

participants made their selection.

In other words, in one trial, participants were asked to explain 

why they had selected the person they hadn’t selected. For example, 

if you were presented with Kate Moss and Kate Upton (two very 

different models) and selected Upton, the experimenter would then 

show you Moss and ask why you chose her (even though you didn’t). 

Despite the fact that people had selected the other model just sec-

onds ago, more than 70 percent of them didn’t notice the switch. Even 

more striking, people were more than happy to provide reasons for 

why they preferred the face that they didn’t prefer, commenting 

again on facial structure, stunning smiles, and twinkling eyes.13

More than the panty hose study, this study on “choice blind-

ness” seriously undermines the accuracy of  self-  knowledge. With 

Figure 48: Choice Blindness
Participants demonstrate choice blindness when they describe why they 
liked the face they didn’t actually prefer.
P. JOHANSSON, L. HALL, B. TÄRNING, S. SIKSTRÖM, AND N. CHATER, “CHOICE BLINDNESS AND 

PREFERENCE CHANGE: YOU WILL LIKE THIS PAPER BETTER IF YOU (BELIEVE YOU) CHOSE TO READ 

IT,” JOURNAL OF BEHAVIORAL DECISION MAKING 27 (2014): 281–89.
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follows B: the conscious decision to move comes 350 milliseconds 

after the supplementary motor area starts firing. In plain language, 

Libet revealed that you decide to move your finger only after your 

brain has already started moving it.21 As brain activation precedes 

your decision to move, it’s not really a decision at all. Instead, it’s 

like “choosing” to go skydiving after someone has already thrown 

you out of a plane. In the plainest language possible, Libet revealed 

that free will is an illusion.

When this information is revealed, people have the experi-

ence of falling through darkness, grasping for any possible  free-  will 

handhold. Maybe the equipment was faulty? No, people have repli-

cated this study many times with different equipment. Maybe there 

was a lag time before people noticed the stopwatch? No, the exper-

Move! 

Time W Time B Time M 

Free Will Version: 

Move! 

Time W Time B Time M 

The True Order: 

Figure 49: Two Possibilities for the Timing 0f Movement
Free will suggests that conscious choice precedes brain 
activation, but it instead follows it.
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